Consumer Lending (Indirect)
AUTOMATE THE INDIRECT/DEALER LENDING
PROCESS WHILE CONTROLLING CREDIT RISK

Offer competitive loans to auto consumers while maintaining your own
standards, workflows, and credit policies with Baker Hill NextGen ® Consumer
Loan Origination for Indirect Lending, a web-based solution that allows you
to process and decision indirect consumer loan applications faster —all while
controlling credit risk.
Robust Credit Decisioning

Risk Analysis From All Angles

Applications can be automatically decisioned or sent to a
special queue for underwriter review. Underwriters will
receive all of the information necessary to make decisions
including scores, credit reports, key debt service ratios,
sale and collateral details, and credit policy exceptions.
Automatic risk-based pricing is also standard along with
the required disclosures.

Our indirect lending platform’s integration with the
FICO® LiquidCredit® Application Risk Model (ARM) score
provides a powerful predictor of both credit risk and
propensity, assessing both application data and credit
bureau data. This industry-leading pooled data score model
provides the assurance that indirect application requests
are consistently and accurately processed and that the
necessary regulatory requirements and compliance are
well-managed.

WHY INDIRECT CONSUMER LENDING? Process indirect/dealer
loans with a proven, automated origination solution that conforms to
your policies, mitigates credit risk and ensures compliance.

800.821.8664

www.bakerhill.com

CONNECT Explore how your institution can streamline the entire consumer
indirect lending process. To learn more, visit bakerhill.com/indirectlending.

Single Point of Origination

Unmatched Expertise

The indirect lending module is a key component in the
complete lineup of Baker Hill NextGen® Common Loan
Origination solutions. This single point of origination
provides a common platform for consumer indirect,
consumer direct, commercial, and small business
lending, eliminating the need for multiple products. A
common platform also helps improve process efficiencies,
expediting the application process and delivering an
enhanced experience to clients.

Baker Hill® leverages more than 30 years of proven
origination and portfolio risk management expertise.
We’ll work with you to understand your individual project
goals, applying expertise gained through hundreds
of implementations, partner training and personal
experiences to positively impact your success.

Baker Hill NextGen® Consumer Loan Origination for
Indirect Lending also expedites the lending process
through integration with leading document generation
solutions. And our interface to the National Automobile
Dealers Association lets you search and store vehicle
valuations within the application.

Maximize the value of your loan origination solution and
expand the workflow by integrating the industry-leading
capabilities of Baker Hill NextGen® CRM, Statement
Spreading, Exception Tracking, Compliance Doc Prep, and
Portfolio Risk Management.

Compliance Tool
Baker Hill NextGen® Consumer Loan Origination for
Indirect Lending boasts an integrated compliance module
that validates the APR and other Fed Box disclosures on
dealer contracts as well as checking the state usury limits.
Dealer reserve calculations are also included.

Baker Hill® is a leading provider of technology solutions for common loan origination, relationship management, business
intelligence, and decisioning tools. As the #1 provider of member business lending services, Baker Hill serves 500 financial
institutions, including more than 20% of the top 150 U.S. banks and 20% of the top 25 U.S. credit unions
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